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it is no secret that i am a huge fan of fl studio. i have been making beats since windows 95, and have been using fl studio for years. i use reaktor, ableton live, reason, cubase, fl studio, and even used the old version of
audacity to make beats and remixes. i believe that dubturbo is a great program and i am thankful that i found it, but i will no longer be recommending this software. for one, the interface is not as intuitive as most people
would expect. for example, when you go to make a beat you have to click on "preferences" and then go to the "preferences" tab and change it to "nouns." its absurd. also, the preset sounds are terrible. they all sound too
much like each other. im a huge fan of fl studio's preset sounds, yet dubturbo's don't even sound like fl studio's. so for those of you who like fl studio, you wont be satisfied with dubturbo. i am not a fan of the way that they
do their refund. it costs more than a $30 credit, and it should be free. i have been using dubturbo for over a year now, and i have made at least 10 beats. i have not once used all 5 vsts. i have lost some money because of
this. the worst thing is that it takes more than a month to get a refund. i would never spend so much time on a refund. it is extremely frustrating. i was supposed to get my money back in 3-4 weeks, yet i still have not
gotten it. i know it is not expensive, but i think that it should be free. in the beginning i was excited to try out this software. when i first got it i was impressed with how clean and professional the interface was. i love how
the sounds were exactly what i wanted. the sounds were realistic and unique. when i heard the demo, i thought that i would definitely buy this program. after using it for a while, i do not think that it is a good buy. i thought
that it was going to be the best thing since sliced bread. the way that they did it was not that appealing. the way that they told you that you should not use fl studio, yet they gave you a link to download it, it just seems like
a joke. if i paid $100 to get something that i can get for free, it wouldnt make sense. you are not that stupid, and i wouldnt waste my money. the download link is below, make sure you look for the free pack. i have used
dubturbo for almost a year now and i have not used all 5 of the presets. i like the way that they sound and how they are made. i would get them all, if i could. if you have never used dubturbo, i would recommend that you
do not buy it, because they are a scam. they should be refunding my money.
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this is the worst piece of software i have ever used. i have been looking for a free daw for a long time, but this is a piece of crap. i would say daw is a poor translation of creative suite. i can't even get it to record. i paid $40
for this garbage. i bought it and let me say this it was terrible!!!!!!!!!! between he lagging and constant freezing i was unable to make a simple bass beat. not only that the fact that you only have a limited array of beats,

sounds and other effects is really really lame. i didnt bother getting my money back because i had a feeling the company has its customer service in a foreign country with people who dont speak english. i just learned that
just because its cheap and reviews are slapped all over it doesnt mean it is actually gold. if you are going to invest in a career like music or production of music you may have to break the bank of course the slaes team of
dub turbo will try to convince you that dre, skillerx and the other music gurus used their software. let me save you the time, trouble and the the time you will waste with this program. if your mouse is over the complete

purchase dont do it!! instead take that $40 and buy useful software. i thought something was fishy about dub turbo, and searched far and wide for some *real* reviews that didnt just shamelessly shill it. hell, ive paid less
for tuareg and tu2 by bram bos, and now he offers them free! you can actually make some good music with these programs, and you can even make your own sound and sample banks. theres a whole lotta free daws you

can get online that would beat the crap outta dub turbo. lets just hope it dont go turbo on us. /lame wreck it ralph reference 5ec8ef588b
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